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Note
Fifth Avenue is pastel from 1900, created in a period during which Shinn achieved
recognition as a master of pastel. Shinn prized the pastel medium for its flash and
spontaneity, which allowed him to quickly render a scene or subject in bold, quick strokes
and a great sense of dashing energy. Indeed, pastel occupies a crucial place in Shinn’s
artistic practice, and Shinn is rightly viewed as one of the greatest pastel painters of the
twentieth century.
In 1899, Shinn held a one-man show of over fifty pastels at the Pennsylvania Academy of the
Fine Arts, and the following year held another solo show of over forty pastels at Boussod,
Valadon and Co., New York. The Boussod exhibition was widely and favorably reviewed, and
did much to establish Shinn as a preeminent pastellist. Shinn had another show at Boussod
in 1901, this time showing forty-six pastels, and over the next few years exhibited
constantly, frequently showing large numbers of pastels at a variety of prominent venues.
The 1900 show of Shinn’s work at Boussod featured a group of pastels of New York street
scenes as well as portraits. While responses to his portraits was less than enthusiastic,
reviewers generally marveled at the highly suggestive, sketchy appearance of Shinn’s
pastel views of New York street scenes. The reviewer for The Critic opined that Shinn’s
“portraits are decidedly inadequate; but the street scenes are graphic, the aim of the artist
being to record momentary aspects of metropolitan life (“American Studio Talk,” The Critic 10
[1900], Supplement p. vii). Noting the earlier success of the Pennsylvania Academy show of
Shinn’s pastels the previous year, a reviewer for The New York Times observed:
Mr. Shinn has now placed in the Boussod-Valadon gallery in this city thirty-six of these
pastel colored drawings, for the most part scenes on Union and Madison Squares and
Fifth Avenue on the afternoon and early evenings of Winter snowstorms…Even Childe
Hassam has not given as good an idea and impression of the streets of New York in
Winter as does Mr. Shinn in the present display…Mr. Shinn’s work is throughout
instinct with vitality. One feels the old Fifth Avenue stage coach, badly drawn as it is,
lumbering along through the heavy snow.” (“The Week in Art,” The New York Times,
March 3, 1900, p. BR11).

